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Dislocation-density changes upon poling of polycrystalline BaTiO3
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We report evidence for a significant increase of bulk dislocation density upon poling of polycrystalline
BaTiO3. The synchrotron high-resolution x-ray-diffraction measurements yield a dislocation density on the
order of 109/cm2 and an associated strain-energy increase of about 20 kJ/m3. This implies that the application
of an external poling field generates defects in the structure and increases the internal stress. Possible conse-
quences in both bulk and thin-film applications include accelerated aging and microcracking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

BaTiO3 is perhaps the most-studied ferroelectric. It is p
ticularly interesting for its good ferroelectric properties a
relatively high dielectric constant at ambient temperature.
chemical and mechanical stability in a wide temperat
range facilitate easy fabrication of bulk polycrystals and b
epitaxial and polycrystalline thin films. Hence, BaTiO3 is
used in different applications such as dynamic rando
access memory, piezoelectric transducer, thermistor, and
tuator. These applications gave impetus to numerous re
studies of the BaTiO3 phase diagram,1 grain size,2 dielectric
anomaly,3 oxygen vacancies,4 and surface.5 Grain size and
surface effects are important for both structure and prope
of polycrystalline BaTiO3. It was recognized early on6 that
dielectric properties and crystal structure change for gr
size smaller than approximately 1mm. The changes are as
sociated with a distinct surface layer, reported by Ka¨nzig7 as
a tetragonal~ferroelectric! layer on the surface of BaTiO3
above the Curie temperature, where the bulk crystal
structure is cubic. We discuss surface properties and its r
tion to mechanical distortion8–10 elsewhere.11

The formation of ferroelectric domains is defined by
balance of electrostatic and strain energies with domain-w
energy. Because the poling induces ferroelectric-dom
switching and increases polarization, it is expected to
crease average ferroelectric-domain size, which in t
should increase the residual strain in grains. It was propo
that this strain is present mainly at grain boundaries.12 To our
knowledge, there were no experimental confirmations of
strain or studies of possible interaction of stresses with c
tal defects, especially vacancies and dislocations, which
an important role in surface properties. Both electrical pr
erties and mechanical stability of thin films depend stron
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on the residual-stress state and defect concentration. In m
ferroelectric thin films, mechanical and thermal stresses w
introduced by fabrication and originate from the film
substrate misfit strain. Furthermore, two-dimensional clam
ing strains shift the temperature of the ferroelectric transit
and even induce phases forbidden in the bulk crystals.1 An-
other subject that deserves much attention is aging of fe
electric properties under external electric field. The aging
controlled by interaction of domain walls with defects13 and
any potential changes in stress and defect conditions u
poling are very important. The aim here was to study mic
structural changes upon poling in a quantitative manner
ing high-resolution synchrotron x-ray diffraction. Becau
neither thickness nor origin of surface layer in BaTiO3 is
known, and influence of small grain size on properties is
well understood, we opted to study the subsurface region
bulk large-grain polycrystalline specimens instead of th
films.

II. EXPERIMENT

Specimens and experiment

High-density~99%! BaTiO3 specimens were prepared b
isostatic cold pressing of 1.1mm grain-size BaTiO3 powder
at ;200 MPa for 5 min. The compacts were sintered
1360 °C for 2 h in flowing oxygen and in air with a heating
rate of 200 °C/h and a cooling rate of 60 °C/h. The micr
structure has shown an average linear-intercept grain siz
52~4! mm. Specimens were poled by an electric field of
kV/mm for 1 h atambient temperature and 80 °C while im
mersed in silicone oil. Both unpoled and poled pellets w
fine polished with 0.3mm diamond paste.

The specimens were annealed at 250 °C for 4 h to relieve
surface stresses. However, preliminary diffraction measu
3414 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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ments have shown that specimen-preparation condit
drastically influenced the surface of the specimens, wh
made it impossible to study any subsurface microstruct
changes caused by poling. Moreover, diffraction-line bro
ening caused by microstructural features is relatively sm
which emphasizes a need for high-resolution measureme
so that the instrumental broadening can be kept small. B
properties can be obtained by neutron diffraction. Howev
because the lack of resolution would be also a problem
most neutron-diffraction diffractometers, we conducted m
surements at the X3B1 powder-diffraction beamline at
National Synchrotron Light Source~Brookhaven National
Laboratory! with high-resolution triple-axis geometry.

The powder-diffraction patterns~Fig. 1! at 10.7978~2!
keV ~attenuation length about 15mm! clearly revealed addi-
tional Bragg reflection that stems from the surface of
specimen.11 At yet higher energy~20.0168~6! keV, attenua-
tion length about 82mm!, the additional diffraction lines
from the surface layer are almost invisible. The relative
tegrated intensities of 002 and 200 diffraction lines from
bulk are approximately in the 1:2 ratio, as expected
random-orientation powder.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 90° domain switching

During poling, reorientation and growth of ferroelectr
domains occur. In the tetragonal phase, both 90° and 1
domain switches are possible. However, the mechanism
polarization switching is still unknown, especially in poly
crystals. It is likely that forward growth occurs first, the
side growth of 180° domains, followed by reorientation
90° domains, as confirmed byin situ x-ray diffraction under
the variable electric field.14 Because the polarization vecto

FIG. 1. 002 and 200 diffraction lines of unpoled BaTiO3 at two
energies~synchrotron-radiation intensity as a function of Bra
angleu! ~a! 10.7978~2! keV, ~b! 20.0168~6! keV.
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is along @001#, these changes are theoretically trackable
monitoring the relative ratio of 00l andh00 diffraction-line
intensitiesI:15

p5
~ I h00/I 00l !u2~ I h00/I 00l !p

~ I h00/I 00l !u@11~ I h00/I 00l !p#
. ~1!

Here,u andp refer to the unpoled and poled specimen. Ho
ever, because of Friedel’s rule, the 180° domain switch
will not affect relative intensities, and this measurement w
detect 90° switching only. The 180° switch is energetica
less costly because the 180° domain switching is not ass
ated with a change in residual strain, while 90° doma
switching changes the state of strain because of slight tet
onal distortion of crystal structure. Our measurements in
cate a 4–10% of 90° domain switch, somewhat less t
usually reported~Jona and Shirane16 cite this percentage a
10–12% from different studies!. Because our measuremen
are for the bulk only, they probably confirm that poling e
fects are more pronounced at the surface,10 where the 90°
domain switching would be less inhibited because the st
must relax.

B. Homogeneous strain

Below the temperature of ferroelectric phase transiti
the formation of ferroelectric domains is driven by a need
minimize both the electrostatic and strain energy. Jaco17

recently showed for a two-dimensionally constrain
ferroelastic18 that the formation of twins results in nonzer
dilatational and shear strains near the boundaries. Arlt19 dis-
cussed the stress relief in ferroelectrics extensively on
basis of phenomenological arguments. He argued that
grain clamping in BaTiO3 causes homogeneous deformati
with shear and longitudinal components. According to t
model, upon poling, the growth of domains should increa
the homogeneous strain component and simultaneously
crease the inhomogeneous component because of fewe
domain walls. Homogeneous strains can be calculated fro
model for a constrained ellipsoidal grain in an isotrop
matrix.20 To our knowledge, there was no absolute numb
reported in the literature to date. As a quick estimate, we
place an upper limit on this strain. In the unpoled BaTiO3,
the homogeneous-strain component is limited by the spo
neous tetragonal strain,c/a215es'1%. Under the poling
electric field, domains will experience an electrostriction
fect. As an estimate, we calculate from the polycrystall
values of piezoelectric coefficients,d33 and d31, reported21

with applied fieldE351 kV/mm, the strainec along thec
axis and strainea along the a axis ec51.9131024, ea
520.79131024. For a free single ferroelectric domain wit
a polarization vector along the external field, the relat
change of tetragonal strain is

~c/a!~d332d31!/~11d31E3!E3

es
'

ec2ea

es
. ~2!

This is almost 3%, which is about three times larger than
spontaneous strain itself for this magnitude of external fie
Therefore, we can roughly estimate that the possible st
change should be on the order of 1024.
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The homogeneous strain component is actually cause
elastic incompatibilities of grains oriented in different dire
tions. These strains and associated stresses are usually
sified as those of second kind22 and have been much studie
in anisotropic metals and alloys by x-ray and neutron diffr
tion. A homogeneous elastic strain causes a change in
interplanar spacing that can be discerned by directionally
pendent measurements of diffraction-line shifts.22 We
monitored23 the lattice spacingd as a function of the speci
men tilt angle ~the sin2 c method24! to detect a possible
change in the deviatoric component of elastic strain beca
measurements of lattice parameters yield only the hydros
component. However, we found no differences in either
drostatic or deviatoric strain components between unpo
and poled specimens by using high-resolution synchrotr
radiation measurements. Thus, any possible homogen
strain is probably below the detection capabilities of the d
fraction method, which we estimate as;0.006%, that is,
better than the expected strain change~0.01%!, which was
estimated above.

C. Inhomogeneous strain and dislocations

As shown by Arlt,19 the inhomogeneous strain compone
is localized at the subgrain and subdomain level near g
boundaries. Pertsev and Arlt25 introduced a fictitious dislo-
cation density to model the inhomogeneous strain. The sp
taneous strain in their model is analogous to the mechan
plastic deformation, for instance, in metals. This facilita
the analysis substantially because models developed for
locations can be readily applied. They obtained two com
nents of strain/stress fields: a homogeneous volume com
nent extending over the whole grain volume and
inhomogeneous component concentrated near grain bo
aries. We argue that dislocations effects are a real origin
inhomogeneous strains in BaTiO3 and that large changes i
dislocation density and configuration may occur duri
poling.26 The increase of both electrostatic and~homoge-
neous! strain energy under the external electric field may
accompanied by the creation of crystal defects, espec
dislocations. This effect may be dominant along the direct
of external electric field, where the electrostriction effect
largest. When the poling field is switched off, a partial d
main reversal to minimize the total energy is likely. How
ever, without a driving force for a massive domai
orientation reversal, the strain and electrostatic energy m
be lowered by the change in dislocations arrangement, w
will in turn relieve stresses caused by an external elec
field.

Dislocations can carry charge in ionic crystals. The m
likely mechanism in BaTiO3 is that dislocations attract iso
lated charged vacancies.27 Thus, additional to elastic interac
tion between dislocations and point defects, there is a lo
range Coulomb interaction, which is confirmed b
observations of deformation-induced charge flow without
ternal electric field.28 Normally, upon mechanical deforma
tion, the charge will be balanced because a homogene
deformation will cause movement of dislocations of oppos
Burgers vectors in opposite directions. However, an inhom
geneous deformation can cause a net flow of dislocation
the same sign of Burgers vector, thus causing a charge
balance in domains. This may be a possible mechanism
by
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minimize the electrostatic energy during and after the poli
Dislocations may also play important role in movement
180° domain walls at higher electric fields29,30 and influence
both the dielectric constant and dielectric loss.

D. Diffraction-line-broadening analysis

Lattice distortions that originate from crystal defec
cause an inhomogeneous state of strain that results in br
ening of diffraction lines. The change of diffraction cohere
length ~size of the coherently diffracting domains! and
domain-size distribution also influences the diffraction lin
width. A comprehensive review on this subject was given
Warren.31 The specifics about this particular approach
diffraction-line-broadening analysis, where the physica
broadened profile is modeled by an exact Voigt functio
were given in reviews by Balzar.32,33To obtain the contribu-
tion from only physical origins to line broadening
diffraction-line profiles were corrected for instrument
broadening, which was determined by the measurement
an NIST Standard Reference Material 660 LaB6. Figure 2
and Table I show the results of least-squares refinemen
diffraction patterns obtained at 20.0168~6! keV, where the
influence of the surface phase is minimal, but was accoun
for. The results include the volume-weighted coherent
main size~VWCDS! and root-mean-square strain~RMSS!.
There is a large anisotropy of both the VWCDS and RM
for the unpoled specimen. After poling, the VWCDS
somewhat smaller and RMSS becomes significantly larg
Figure 3 shows domain-size distributions that are more
structive than mere average values given in Table I. T
coherently diffracting domain sizes~0.1–0.25mm! are 3–6
times smaller than the expected values~0.7–0.8 mm! for
ferroelectric domains in BaTiO3, which are independent o
grain size for 10mm and larger grain size.12 This is a known
phenomenon: diffraction coherent length reflects subgr
structure, such as dislocation cells, small-angle bounda
and lattice-stacking or twin faults. Therefore, the doma
size broadening measured by diffraction does not corresp
to the size of ferroelectric domains, but is rather an indi
tion of crystal defects. The observation that poling broad
diffraction lines disagrees with results of Seth, Gatins, a
Schulze.10 They observed the sharpening of diffraction lin
upon poling, which was explained by the growth of ferr
electric domains. However, such sharpening is not likely
occur, even if the broadening on a scale of the ferroelec
domain is considered because the size of 90° domains
decrease, which will augment the diffraction-line broade
ing. Conversely, the increase in size of 180° domains is
likely to counteract this effect because size-broadening
fects become much less important for coherent-domain
larger than about 100 nm. To better understand this, Fig
presents a schematic representation of likely domain chan
upon poling. Because in Bragg-Brentano symmetrical geo
etry, the diffraction vector is perpendicular to the specim
surface, only the crystallographic planes parallel to the sp
men surface contribute to the measured intensity and b
the VWCDS and RMSS are measured along the diffract
vector. Therefore, intensity in@001# is contributed only byc
domains and in@100# by a domains. According to our mea
surements, less than 10% of 90° domains switch, wh
means that 90° wall motion was limited. This is confirm
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FIG. 2. Fits of 20.0168~6! keV data as a function of Bragg angleu. The refined pattern is a convolution of pre-determined instrumen
broadening profile and an assumed Voigt function that models the physical broadening.~a! 002 and 200 diffraction lines of unpoled BaTiO3,
~b! 002 and 200 diffraction lines of poled BaTiO3, ~c! 004 and 400 diffraction lines of unpoled BaTiO3, ~d! 004 and 400 diffraction lines of
poled BaTiO3.
ge
-

se
ld
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by the fact that the@100# domain-size distribution shifts only
slightly toward smaller domain size. Similarly, thec domain-
size dimension perpendicular to the surface will be enlar
only slightly by the 90° wall motion or 180° wall side mo
d

tion; only its forward growth would be expected to increa
the VWCDS substantially. However, forward growth wou
require 90° wall motion that is limited by grain boundaries
the polycrystal bulk. This mechanism is much more imp
anes in
ase for
TABLE I. Results of line-broadening analysis~volume-weighted coherent domain size^D&V and root-
mean-square strain̂e2&1/2 averaged over̂D&V! and dislocation densitiesrD and re that follow from the
respective values of̂D&V and ^e2& for unpoled and poled BaTiO3 specimens.

Direction
^D&V

~nm!
^e2&1/2a

(1024)
rD

(109/cm2)
re

(109/cm2)

Unpoled @001# 130~6! 1.2~8! 5.9~6! 0.3~3!

@100# 252~24! 0.0~2! 1.6~3! 0

Poled @001# 92~13! 3.1~11! 12~3! 0.8~7!

@100# 244~26! 3.0~2! 1.7~4! 0.7~1!

aRoot-mean-square strain is generally a function of averaging distance perpendicular to diffracting pl
this diffraction-line-broadening method. Here, it was obtained to be a constant, which is a special c
some defect distributions~see discussion in Ref. 44!.
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3418 PRB 59BALZAR, LEDBETTER, STEPHENS, PARK, AND ROUTBORT
tant in monocrystals, where the forward domain grow
starts from the surface layer and propagates through the c
tal thickness, as shown by Janovec.34

There is little change in domain-size distribution alo
@100#, but along the polarization vector~@001#! distribution
narrows and shifts toward smaller sizes, thus implying t
poling equalizes and decreases the coherent domain s
This may be caused by line defects~such as dislocations
arranged in cells or low-angle boundaries! or extended de-
fects ~such as twins or stacking faults! that break up the
ferroelectric domains in separate mutually incoherently d
fracting domains, as evidenced by the@001# domain-size-
distribution functions~compare Fig. 3!, that is, along the
poling-field vector. This is a direct indication that the inh
mogeneous strains in Table I originate from real dislocati
within domains. Moreover, the recentin situ x-ray-
diffraction study of polycrystalline BaTiO3 under a poling
field up to 2 kV/mm noted that diffraction linewidths in
creased substantially under the electric field and decre
only after the field was switched off, which indicated th
lattice distortion were relaxed, whereas the ratio
diffraction-line intensities did not change.14 In the experi-
ment, a substantial poling effect was achieved, as eviden
by relative Bragg diffraction intensities. Because this
volves a massive 90° domain-wall removal and subsequ

FIG. 3. Volume-weighted domain-size-distribution functionspv
as a function of coherent lengthsL in grains for unpoled and poled
BaTiO3 specimen@20.0168~6! keV data# ~a! along @001#, ~b! along
@100#.
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inhomogeneous strain relief, in the framework of a propos
theory of fictitious dislocation density,25 diffraction lines
were expected to gradually narrow with increasing field. T
also indicates that electric field influences the defect conc
tration.

E. Dislocation density

Here we consider a relation between the diffraction-li
broadening and crystal defects. Any disruption of the regu
crystal lattice causes diffraction-line broadening. Althou
dislocations have the largest effect, both point and exten
defects broaden and possibly shift diffraction lines.31 We
consider that the twinning in BaTiO3, which is likely under
the mechanical deformation, is suppressed under the exte
electric field. Furthermore, vacancies that can be produ
by the movement of jogs created by dislocation intersectio35

are not expected to significantly contribute independently
the diffraction-line broadening because they are in turn
tracted to the dislocation core.

The influence of dislocation fields on diffraction line
widths was studied by several authors.36 The lattice strain
energy per unit volume is

Estrain5CG^e2&. ~3!

The dislocation strain energy per unit length is37

Edislocation5
Gb2

4pz
ln

R

r 0
. ~4!

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of domain-configurat
change upon poling. Thec domain is defined by its polarization
vector ~along @001#! as perpendicular to the surface, anda domain
has the polarization vector parallel to the surface of the specim
The incident beam is alongs0 , the diffracted beam is alongs, and
diffraction measurements are along the vectorsD . Bragg angleu is
measured from the specimen surface.~a! before poling,~b! after
poling.
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Thus, the density of dislocations is estimated as

re5
k

F

^e2&
b2 . ~5!

Here k54pzC/ ln(R/r0), z51 for screw dislocations and
(12n) for edge dislocations~n is the Poisson ratio!, C is a
scaling constant in the range 4~Ref. 36! to 15/2,38 R and r 0
are outer and inner dislocation cutoff radii, andF is a cor-
rection factor that accounts for the mutual interaction ene
of dislocations. The constantk can be calculated indepen
dently for simple cubic structures from geometrical cons
erations of dislocations.39 For the pseudocubic$110%^110&
slip system reported for BaTiO3,

26 we estimatek'19.4z and
assume the Burgers vectorb5a/2 @110#.

Similarly, if dislocations divide grains into coherent d
mains, such as faults and tilt~low-angle! boundaries31 or
cells,40 the dislocation density can be estimated as41

rD5n
1

^D&V
. ~6!

Here,n51 for a random distribution of dislocations.42 The
parametersn and F are related: in the simplest case, ifrD
're is obtained, it implies that one dislocation coincid
with the edge of each cell, the dislocation separation
interaction is minimal, andF5n51. The results in Table I
show that consistentlyrD.re . This implies thatF,1, that
is, dislocations decrease the strain energy by forming
works, such as small-angle or tilt boundaries~polygoniza-
tion!, where edge dislocations of the same sign form
boundary line, normal to the glide plane, that extends to
grain or domain boundary. The correct dislocation densit
in betweenrD andre , of the order of 109/cm2. We are not
aware of any transmission-electron-microscopy study rep
ing dislocation density in BaTiO3, but polygonization of
edge dislocations was observed in many ionic crystals.43

The difference betweenrD and re is larger for the un-
poled specimen where dislocation configuration may be
laxed maximally. Probably, dislocations are multiplied und
the external poling field, which is visible by diffraction-lin
broadening observed by Valotet al.14 After the poling field
is switched off, the strain energy, which is increased by
average increase of domain size and accompanying incr
of the homogeneous strain, is minimized by mutual ann
lation and rearrangement of dislocations. In small-an
boundaries, dislocation long-range strain fields cancel at
tances comparable to the dislocation separation dista
within the boundary.44 This decreases the dislocation stra
energy by setting the outer cutoff dislocation radiusR @see
Eq. ~4!#, which is approximately equal to the grain o
ferroelectric-domain size, to the interdislocation distan
within a boundary. In effect, this alleviates a need
o
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ferroelectric-domain creation in accord with Ka¨nzig45 who
identified the strain energy around defects as a major driv
force for domain multiplication. We estimate the increase
inhomogeneous-strain energy upon poling from Eq.~3! and
Table I to be about 20 kJ/m3. The increase in density of
dislocations upon poling was confirmed by hardness m
surements: It was found46 that poling increased hardness pa
allel to the poling direction. This is consistent with th
monotonic dependence of hardness on defect-related inte
strains47 and may indicate dislocation pileups. Pileups
edge dislocations against domain walls in BaTiO3 were
shown to be likely.48 Another important consequence of dis
location rearrangement is possible microcrack formation
an energetically favorable reaction:49

a/2@01̄1#1a/2@101̄#→a/2@11̄0#. ~7!

The pileups on$110% planes could lead to crystal fracture, a
calculated for MgO.50

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We show that dislocations play an important role in bu
microstructural changes that occur upon poling of polycry
talline BaTiO3. Most of the domain switching involves a
simple reversal in orientation, although there is an estima
4–10% of 90° switching. Diffraction-line-broadening analy
sis shows large microstructural changes, especially along
direction of spontaneous-polarization and poling-field vect
The inhomogeneous strain upon poling is about the sa
order of magnitude as the strain caused by electrostrict
during poling and indicates a substantial increase of the d
location density. Dislocations are likely to form small-ang
boundaries to relieve some of the internal stresses. Howe
the overall effect is the increase of inhomogeneous str
upon poling despite expectations for the opposite becaus
fewer 90° domain walls. The associated increase of inter
stress influences the ferroelectric and phase-transition t
peratures. Moreover, the increase of internal stress and de
concentration may have adverse consequences on both p
crystalline and epitaxial thin films through the accelerat
degradation of dielectric properties. Because some dislo
tion reactions lead to microcracking, this may even result
the mechanical failure.
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